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The AIDS Quilt Touch Project

Anne Balsamo

How does one name a project, when the boundaries of the effort are  indistinct, 
the time of creation stretches in many directions, and the intentions of de-
signers shift over and over? A provocative name lifts ideas; a narrow one can 
cloud creative thinking. We happened onto the name for our project through 
a sideways path while we were discussing the merits of different modes of 
interaction for the interface design. The name certainly didn’t come first, but 
when it arrived, many decisions were settled. This case study focuses on the 
creation of a project called AIDS Quilt Touch (AQT) (2012), a collection of 
interactive  applications designed to augment the experiences of viewing the 
AIDS  Memorial Quilt (Figure 10.1).

Because the Quilt is a richly textured material artifact, our designs rely on 
the use of tactile modes of interactivity. Applications have been optimized for 
display on touch-enabled devices (interactive tabletops, large touch screens, and 
mobile, hand-held devices) to provide an intimate experience of viewing Quilt 
information. This modality of interaction is also powerful for viewers who en-
counter the AIDS Quilt in its textile form. They touch, they are touched, they 
witness through touch. More than a metaphor, touch is a way of knowing and 
encountering the other (across time, across life, across networks).

We began this project with a techno-cultural question: how might digital 
technologies augment the cultural significance of the AIDS Memorial Quilt? 
In 2013, Richard Kurin, a director at the Smithsonian Institutions, identified 
an AIDS Memorial Quilt panel as one of most significant 101 objects that de-
fined America in the twentieth century (Kurin 2013). Yet in 2006, newspaper 
headlines told a different story. On the occasion of the 25th anniversary of the 
AIDS epidemic, the Los Angeles Times sadly announced: “The Quilt Fades into 
Obscurity” (Zarembo 2006). Even though sections of the Quilt continue to cir-
culate on a regular basis, understanding about the historical significance of this 
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extraordinary, ongoing, collaboratively produced cultural artifact is limited. 
The Quilt belongs to several intertwined histories, including the history of arts 
activism in the U.S., the history of struggles for gay and lesbian rights, and the 
history of public health protests. Given that some of the first generation of panel 
makers are now entering their 80s and 90s, there is rising concern about the fu-
ture of the development of the archive of Quilt stories. Our project is designed 
to address the archiving and dissemination of information about the Quilt.

The AQT project has resulted in the creation of a dynamic media system 
that includes distinct elements such as multimodal content, data structures, 
interface conventions, and cultural practices. The project unfolded over many 
years and involved diverse partnerships and collaborations, some of which have 
persisted, others were more delimited. In this case study, I discuss the AQT 
project as an example of an applied media studies project.

general background

The AIDS Memorial Quilt is a unique work of international arts activism that 
reflects the worldwide scope and personal impact of the AIDS pandemic. From 

Figure 10.1  Image of AIDS Memorial Quilt on the Mall of Washington, DC, 
1996.

Source: Photo in public domain available from http://aidshistory.nih.gov/tip_of_the_ iceberg/ 
quilt.html.
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its beginning in 1985, the Quilt has served as an activist tool to provide visual 
testimony of the scale of the impact of the HIV-AIDS pandemic. As a  collection 
of individual panels, it is the largest textile quilt in the world. It simultaneously 
functions as an intimate tribute to lives lost, a form of political activism, and a 
living memorial that continues to educate, commemorate, and celebrate what 
it means to live in the age of AIDS.

When the Quilt was first displayed as part of the 1987 National March on 
Washington for Lesbian and Gay Rights, it included 1,920 panels. Since then, 
the Quilt has been displayed on the Washington Mall several times: in 1988, 
1992, and 1996. Under the stewardship of the non-profit organization The 
NAMES Project Foundation (NPF), Atlanta, the Quilt now comprises 48,000 
individual panels that commemorate more than 98,000 names (Figure 10.2).

This represents roughly 15% of the number of people who have died of HIV/
AIDS in the U.S. The size of the Quilt is staggering. Each panel of the Quilt 
measures three feet by six feet; every panel is stitched into a 12-foot by 12-foot 
block (Figure 10.3).

If the Quilt were laid out for display it would cover more than 1.3 million 
square feet. If a person spent only 1 minute visiting each panel, it would take 
33 days to view the Quilt in its entirety. The impact of the Quilt plays out 
at different scales; certainly its cultural significance is tied to its massive size, 
the quantity of names represented, and the spatial dimensions of its array. But 
its impact also plays out at the scale of individual panels, where the stories of 
tens of thousands of people—those who died and those who lovingly created 
the panels—are literally stitched into a historical material archive. Imagining 

Figure 10.2  Image of Marvin Feldman panel.
Source: Photo in public domain available from http://www.aidsquilt.org/view-the-quilt/
search-the-quilt.
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an innovative way to tell these stories was the initial motivation for the AQT 
project.

In 2001, my colleagues at Onomy Labs—Scott Minneman, Mark Chow, 
and Dale MacDonald—approached the NAMES Project Foundation to collab-
orate on the creation of a browsable image of a virtual Quilt. Since the early 
1990s, the NPF has maintained a website that includes a simple search function 
that allows a user to find a particular panel using the block number or the name 
on the panel (Figure 10.4).

NAMES staff members had long realized that this limited search capacity 
did not provide a robust experience of the AIDS Memorial Quilt, but it was the 
best that the foundation could do with limited resources. Although we didn’t 
realize it in the beginning, one of the critical phases of the AQT development 
effort was to create a robust backend database to manage Quilt content, images, 
and meta-data. Backend development takes resources, so while we understood 
what the project would require, we were unable to actually begin the effort 
until we found funding for the database creation.

Figure 10.3  Image of eight panels that became the first block of the AIDS Quilt.
Source: Photo in public domain available from http://www.aidsquilt.org/view-the-quilt/
search-the-quilt.
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Over the next decade, my Onomy colleagues and I worked to find funding 
to create digital applications to enable people to experience the AIDS Quilt. 
We approached several corporate and national foundations, but the project was 
always just a bit “off” topic. It wasn’t until the National Endowment for the 
Humanities created the Office of the Digital Humanities in 2006 that we could 
seriously consider pushing the project forward. It had taken nine years for cul-
ture to catch up with our ideas for AIDS Quilt Touch. In 2010, we received 
an NEH Digital Humanities Start-Up Grant that enabled us to create the first 
version of a browsable Virtual Quilt.

Figure 10.4  Image of NAMES Project Foundation Quilt web search page.
Source: Photo in public domain available from http://www.aidsquilt.org/view-the-quilt/
search-the-quilt.
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Our initial (and abiding) objectives for this project were to:

Use appropriate digital technologies that enhance and augment the per-
sonal and embodied experience of viewing the textile AIDS Quilt; raise 
awareness about the multiple stories of the Quilt panels; raise awareness 
about the archiving needs for the textile Quilt; communicate the social 
importance of this work of international cultural heritage; raise aware-
ness about the contemporary status of AIDS/HIV in an international 
context; promote the Quilt as a living memorial.

The first phase of the project focused on two efforts: (1) to create the backend 
data architecture, and (2) to clean up and import the large data sets already 
collected by the NPF. The data sets include the collection of high-resolution 
images of 5,600 blocks, and accompanying meta-data about individual panels. 
The outcome of this phase resulted in the creation of a Virtual AIDS Quilt, 
a 25-gigapixel image comprised of the 5,600 block images digitally stitched 
together. The NPF only photographs blocks, not individual panels. The 5,600 
blocks include approximately 48,000 panels. The Virtual AIDS Quilt digi-
tal image arranges the block images according to accession numbers, which 
roughly corresponds to the historical order of panel acquisition. We know that 
the first 100 blocks were created from the first batch of panels submitted for the 
1987 march on Washington. After that, blocks were assembled as panels were 
submitted. For most of the thirty years of the AIDS Quilt creation, a woman 
named Gert McMullin has been solely responsible for bundling individual pan-
els into blocks (Figure 10.5).

Sometimes Gert created blocks out of panels that came in at the same time, 
other times she waited for a collection of panels to coalesce, which means that 
individual panels are not necessarily bundled in chronological order. Nonetheless, 
the Virtual Quilt is a historical document: the earliest blocks show up in the upper 
left of the image, the most recent blocks are located in the lower right (Figure 10.6). 
After the research team created the Virtual Quilt image, we turned our attention 
to creating a browsable interface for the image.

The Virtual Quilt browser enables visitors to explore the Quilt as a spatial-
ized image; in so doing it enacts a “poetics of interactivity” designed to evoke 
an appreciation of the different scales of significance of the Quilt (Morse 2003). 
We came to realize that the digital experience could invoke a poetics of per-
ception that was not possible to experience in bodily form. What we could do 
with the digital, that is not easily accomplished with the textile Quilt, is bridge 
the scale of viewing experience, from the ground-level experience of viewing 
the Quilt as one stands next to it, to a bird’s-eye view of the Quilt from the 
perspective of a higher altitude.

The AQT project provides viewers with access to a digital archive of Quilt 
images as well as to stories about the creation of the Quilt and the rise of 
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Figure 10.5  Image of Gert McMullin sewing a Quilt panel.
Source: Image from archive of NAMES Project Foundation. Used with permission.
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HIV/AIDS in the U.S. Like all memorials, the AQT interactives serve as the 
stage for the manifestation of a broad range of relationships among viewers and 
technologies. As a media system, it includes elements that are simultaneously 
cultural and technological: material works as well as digital representations of 
quilt panels, discursive descriptors (metadata tags) as well as textual accounts 
(stories, memories, recollections), and unique contributions from individual 
human agents (quilt makers, activists, health care providers) as well as from 
social collectives (audiences, families). The media system also includes new 
practices and protocols, and emergent modes of interactivity.

Our challenge was this: how do we respect and maintain the cultures of the 
Quilt while developing a digital expression of its essential qualities? We began 
by asking how the intimacy of seeing the physical Quilt could be matched by 
digital applications. In designing these applications, we devised methods for 
 visually representing Quilt data sets to enable new insights and the produc-
tion of new knowledge. The design process drew insights from the history 
of public art as well as the histories of public discourse about HIV/AIDS. As 
works of public art, these applications were created to evoke new perceptions 
through experiments with scale, mobility, and modes of human engagement 
in public spaces. As a mode of public communication, these public interactives 
were designed to engage people in conversation about the impact of the AIDS 
epidemic, the richness of lives lost, and the contemporary status of AIDS/HIV 
infection in the U.S. We used the term public interactives (Balsamo 2016) to 
name a genre of interactivity in public spaces that incorporates computationally 
enabled responsive surfaces and serves as the stage for spontaneous social en-
counters. In creating these dynamic media forms, we were especially interested 

Figure 10.6  Image of the Virtual Quilt. AIDS Quilt Touch archive.
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in staging experiences that communicate with younger people who, having 
been born in the 1990s and 2000s, are growing up in a very different culture 
than that of the 1980s when the AIDS epidemic began. In this sense, the AQT 
experiences serve the broader cultural purpose of creating a digital memorial 
and a contemporary context that can bridge generational interests.

In 2012, we were invited to participate with the NAMES Project Founda-
tion in a large event to display the Quilt once again on the Mall in Washington, 
DC. During the months of June and July, portions of the Quilt were on display 
during the Smithsonian Museum’s Folk Life Festival and at more than 50 lo-
cations throughout the city as part of the NAMES Project Foundation’s Quilt 
in the Capital campaign. Working in collaboration with the NAMES Project 
Foundation, a distributed team of research-designers from the University of 
Iowa, Brown University, the University of Southern California, and Microsoft 
Research collaborated to create three AIDS Quilt Touch digital experiences: (1) 
The AQT Virtual Quilt Table-Top Browser, (2) the AQT mobile web app, and 
(3) the AQT Interactive Timeline.

Working in collaboration with computer graphics pioneer Andy Van 
Damm, and his computer visualization research team at Brown University, the 
AQT team created a version of the Virtual Quilt that was comprised of images 
of the entire Quilt at different levels of resolution. These images were aligned 
so that it became possible to move along the z-axis of the stacked images. This 
enables the sense of zooming into and out of the image as if seeing it from 
different altitudes of viewing. Van Damm’s team at Brown had already created 
an application called the “Touch Art Gallery” (TAG) that enables the viewing 
of large, digitized artworks through a zooming function that displays the work 
at different levels of resolution (2014). The first TAG project focused on the 
Garibaldi Panorama, a multimedia work of art that is 4.75 feet tall and 260 feet 
wide, painted on both sides. Working with the Virtual AIDS Quilt provided 
an opportunity for the Brown team to refine the TAG interface with an even 
larger spatialized artwork. The contribution from Van Damm and his group 
was especially important for AQT because they solved one of the most vexing 
technical problems of the project: how to serve a 25 gigapixel image so that 
the image refresh rate allowed for a smooth and seamless viewing experience.

The Virtual AIDS Quilt was optimized for display on a touch enabled inter-
active table (Figure 10.7). By allowing for multiple viewing altitudes, the AQT 
Virtual Quilt Tabletop Browser encourages users to engage with the scale of 
the Quilt, and to move from a consideration of its immensity and the physical 
expanse, to a meditation on the affective details stitched into individual panels 
(Figure 10.8).

The physical size of the table (three feet by four feet), and its horizontal 
 orientation enables multiple people to collaboratively browse the Virtual Quilt. 
This mode of interactivity re-embodies the experience of exploring a digital ar-
chive to make it social and communal. In presenting a close-up view of  individual 
panels, this application showcases the media-rich texture of panels that includes 
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Figure 10.7  Image of visitors using the AIDS Quilt Touch Virtual Quilt Tabletop 
Browser. AIDS Quilt Touch archive.

Figure 10.8  Close up image of the AIDS Quilt Touch Virtual Quilt Tabletop 
Browser. AIDS Quilt Touch archive.
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photographs, decorative stitching, and a range of memorabilia. By enabling people 
to browse and read individual panels, the application  promotes social engagement 
among multiple users who often collaborate on reading  panels together.

Researchers in the field of Human-Computer Interaction make the 
 important point that tabletop computational surfaces actually involve both 
“interactive” user experiences and “non-interactive” experiences—where peo-
ple gathered around a surface watch and view other people’s actions (O’Hara 
2010). We note that when small groups of people encounter the AQT tables, 
different behaviors emerge. Some people interact with the device, others watch 
interactions. One of the interesting things we observed was the emergence of 
a “non-interactive” user behavior that involves shooting digital images of the 
browser in use. Very often people would annotate their experience of viewing 
the Virtual Quilt by taking photographs of the digital images displayed on the 
tabletop (Figure 10.9).

Like creating a rubbing of an etching on a memorial wall or gravestone, 
photographing the digital image of a Quilt panel functioned as an emblem of 
witnessing. The desire to capture the act of “digital witnessing” is one of the 
unexpected outcomes we watched happen time and again.

Collaboration with public artist Jon Winet and his research-design team at 
the Digital Studio for the Pubic Humanities and Arts at the University of Iowa 
resulted in the creation of the AQT responsive web app (Figure 10.10).

Figure 10.9  Image of visitor taking photograph of panels displayed on AIDS Quilt 
Touch Virtual Quilt Tabletop Browser. AIDS Quilt Touch archive.
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Figure 10.10  AIDS Quilt Touch launches June 27, 2012.
Source: Photo by Sherry Moore, 2012. Used with permission.
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At its most fundamental, the app enables people to search the database of 
images of Quilt blocks by name or block number. During the 2012 event, 
users were also able to find the location of a Quilt block when on display in 
 Washington, DC. The app also provided an opportunity for users to contribute 
celebrations and comments about the Quilt or individual names. Given the 
sheer size of the Quilt and the logistical difficulties associated with displaying 
it, the AIDS Quilt is difficult to keep in the public eye. Online, global, multi- 
platform access can help keep the Quilt visible.

Comments contributed by members of the public not only addressed 
 personal memories and lost loved ones, but also sometimes spoke about the 
value of the AQT application. For example, one commenter annotated a panel 
to document familial relationships: “Mother of Bill and Mark Bolivar. Posted 
by Ms. Carolee Egan on July 19, 2012.” Another narrated the emotional expe-
rience of seeing loved ones’ panels again after a long gap in time:

Last night a friend told me about the quilt returning to D.C. I opened 
this site and was so pleased to see what has been done with the quilt. Af-
ter typing in my sons’ names I watched the panel appear before me and 
I began to cry uncontrollably. It was last seen by me when it was on the 
Mall many years ago.

Others expressed gratitude for the act of memorializing their emotional labor 
in contributing to the quilt:

Thank you for caring for the memorial my daughters and I made to re-
member the boys. I am now seventy-four years old and I will be getting 
into my car today and driving to D.C. to view it once again. It means so 
much to me to know that everyone can view it on this site so they will 
never be forgotten.

The AQT web app produces a kinesthetic intimacy with images of the Quilt. 
As the most broadly accessible experience, it introduces a new mode of 
 annotating the Quilt, by allowing, via the online text-based submission system, 
for  user-generated personal contributions. Enabling users to participate in the 
process of annotation addresses the public/private dynamic that is at the heart 
of the Quilt’s commemorative and affective powers; these contributions add 
new layers of cultural significance to the Quilt archive.

In advance of the Quilt in the Capital event, Microsoft Research provided 
equipment and funding to support the creation of a third AQT application that 
enables visitors to read key episodes in the twenty-five-year history of the Quilt 
and the thirty-year history of the AIDS/HIV pandemic (Figure 10.11).

This application was a collaboration of the Public Interactives Research 
Team at University of Southern California and the Chronozoom Team at 
 Microsoft Research.
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The AQT Timeline was designed to inspire people to have conversations 
about the broader social, political, and bio-medical events that are part of the 
multi-faceted history of AIDS and the Quilt in the U.S. In creating inter-
active content, the design team took into account the critiques of the way 
in which AIDS and the understanding of HIV have been narrativized in the 
“official histories” of the epidemic. Drawing on the history of AIDS activ-
ism, this application presents key episodes highlighting critical acts of social 
 intervention—when, for example, activists confronted government representa-
tives and protested official policies. The interactive makes it possible to present 
 multiple histories—both those that serve as official accounts and those that 
serve as counter-narratives. Many scholars and activists contest these histories 
for the pejorative bias that sneaks into descriptions and accounts. For example, 
the persistent reference to people who are infected with HIV as “AIDS victims” 
propagates identities that are not consonant with those promoted by activists 
and people living with HIV. The term “victim” implies a state of powerless-
ness. The lessons to be learned and remembered from these histories spread 
across the key domains of human life: there are lessons to be learned about 
the social practices of medicine and epidemiology, about the popular under-
standing of sexuality, about the history of art and activism, and about ongoing 

Figure 10.11  Image of visitor using AIDS Quilt Touch Interactive Timeline.
Source: Photo by Sherry Moore, 2012. Used with permission.
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tensions between theory and practice. As cultural historian Paula Treichler 
(1999) writes,

The AIDS epidemic is cultural and linguistic as well as biological and 
biomedical. To understand the epidemic’s history, address its future, and 
learn its lessons, we must take this assertion seriously. It is through the 
careful examination of culture that enables us to think carefully about the 
meanings of the AIDS crisis: to use our intelligence and critical facul-
ties to consider theoretical problems, develop policy, and articulate long-
term social needs even as we acknowledge the urgency of the AIDS crisis 
and try to satisfy its relentless demand for immediate action.

(1)

As Treichler argues, the AIDS epidemic showed us the powerful impact of 
organized activism. Armed with art, theory, and an anger that would not be 
denied, AIDS activists moved mountains and governments to change medical 
practices and policies in the U.S. The lesson for media studies students here is 
simple but profound: theory combined with practice can change the world.

In 2015, we received a second grant from the National Endowment for the 
Humanities to build a new version of the AQT mobile web app that enables 
viewers to participate in archiving information and stories about individual 
Quilt panels. This phase of the project included the participation of a research 
team from Michigan State University that developed The Quilt Index as an 
online platform for archiving collections of textile quilts. The focus of this col-
laboration was to design strategies of public engagement through the creation 
of incentives and opportunities for “civic archiving.” The Quilt Index project 
archives the AIDS Memorial Quilt as a collection of individual panels; much 
of their effort focused on creating a searchable database of images of individual 
panels.

The AQT team pursued a different approach to archiving the AIDS Me-
morial Quilt that keeps the focus on the Quilt in its entirety, but in a way 
that enables people to view individual panels as part of the block they are 
stitched into. The AQT interface continues to enable people to access panels 
and blocks by searching a database of metadata or images, but now the applica-
tion includes a “narrative interface” that provides viewers with opportunities to 
explore particular themes or follow tours through Quilt images. The applica-
tion incorporates several narrative “threads” that users can select to guide their 
travels through the Virtual Quilt to explore topics such as “The History of the 
Quilt” and “The Art of the Quilt.” Our aim is to address those visitors who 
may not know much about the Quilt’s history, nor have a personal connection 
to someone commemorated on the Quilt. In this way, AQT is expanding its 
mode of engagement to reach across generations, to address not only those 
who lived through the early devastation, but also those who are still “living 
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in the age of AIDS.” The efforts of AQT now include designing strategies for 
public engagement through the creation of incentives and opportunities for 
“civic archiving.” We are especially interested in connecting to panel mak-
ers by  providing an application that easily enables them to record and upload 
 media-rich contributions that enhance stories about individual panels. The aim 
is to motivate members of a “community of interest” to engage as a “commu-
nity of participants” in archiving the Quilt. In doing so, we seek to connect our 
current cultural moment with a cultural formation created in a different era.

lessons learned

The AQT project unfolded over a long period of time, in the context of 
 different settings and in collaboration with diverse partners. Funding re-
sources and technology support came from several other partners: the National 
 Endowment for the Humanities, various academic institutions, and Microsoft 
Research. At one point, we created an Indigogo campaign to raise funds to 
support the installation of the AQT applications at the 2012 Washington, D.C. 
event (Figure 10.12).

The development of AQT required the expertise of people trained in di-
verse disciplines. Humanists provided theoretical context and insights about 
cultural rituals of remembering and witnessing. Public artists organized dis-
plays and events. Computer scientists addressed the difficulties in working with 
large visual data sets. Designers iterated on interface languages and modalities. 
The distributed AQT team included humanists, engineers, artists, designers, 
folklorists, health educators, and computer programmers. The collaborations 

Figure 10.12  Image of AIDS Quilt Touch Indigogo campaign. AIDS Quilt Touch 
archive.
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among team members weren’t always easy and smooth. There were difficult 
moments when differences in intent and priorities needed to be negotiated. 
What was critical to the success of the AQT effort as a design-research project 
was the willingness of each participant to learn how to navigate differences: 
in language use, in work practices, in research objectives, in aesthetics, in the-
oretical viewpoints, and technical expertise. The ability to collaborate across 
differences is a foundational skill for any person doing applied media studies 
projects.

The more instrumental lessons learned throughout this project focus on the 
pragmatic considerations of raising money, supporting research teams, finding 
equipment, access to a space for production, and managing the development 
of the project as it takes place in different locations with different people at 
different times. Funding for applied media studies projects is difficult to find. 
We adopted a “start-up” mentality by first engaging people in the idea of the 
project and then doing an inventory of the resources each could contribute. 
It was important that the project was broad enough so that each collaborator 
could understand how time invested would pay-off in meaningful ways for 
them based on disciplinary markers of value and recognition. As the principle 
investigator (PI) for AQT, I had to learn how to direct the overall project while 
at the same time listening to the experts involved who often (gently) guided 
my management and leadership efforts. As a humanist, one of my strong skills 
is the ability to translate among discourse communities, for example I under-
stand how to parse technical language to make it meaningful to other project 
participants. On the other side is the skill of translating cultural theory into 
usability and design language. As a tenured faculty-researcher I enjoyed a mea-
sure of freedom in my ability to pursue the project even when it didn’t have 
strong funding. I was able to keep it going, in between the grants, by engaging 
students, research assistants, like-minded colleagues in what has now become 
a passion project for many of them. As I’ve argued elsewhere, the AIDS Me-
morial Quilt is a boundary object that enables the creation of community at 
different scales and different temporalities. It is a work of cultural heritage that 
speaks to people from different vantage points. AQT builds on the cultural 
significance of the AIDS Quilt, with the aim of expanding that significance 
through the use of new technologies and new cultural practices of remember-
ing and witnessing.
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